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Introduction
These teacher notes are designed to help you in marking your students’ answers to the questions 

and activities in the workbook. In some cases full answers are given, in others there are 

suggestions for forming answers that you can pass on to students.

Unit 1 Understanding leisure and tourism 
destinations

Topic 1.1 Leisure and tourism destinations

Question 1

Students do not actually have to know either a UK ski/snowsports resort or a national park 

abroad — which is why those examples are provided. Only one example for each of the other 

categories is required.

Question 2
a i Destination — a place people travel to for leisure or tourism.

ii Long haul — travelling beyond Europe and the Mediterranean basin, generally more than 

6 hours’ flight from the UK.

b i  A destination is a resort when large numbers of tourists use it for leisure tourism (i.e. 

holidays).

ii For example, Benidorm is a destination and resort, whereas Madrid is a city destination 

but is not a resort.
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Question 3

Key points are that short-haul destinations are within Europe and the Mediterranean basin and 

are typically 2–3 hours’ flight time from the UK, whereas long-haul destinations are further 

afield and are often 6–7 hours away by air.

Question 4
a 

Attractions Accommodation and catering 

Sea Life Centre Corner Café

North Bay golf course Columbus Ravine and Queen’s Parade hotels/
guesthouses/self-catering apartments

Miniature pleasure railway Grand Hotel

Corner Café St Nicholas Cliff and Esplanade hotels

Peasholm Park boating lake The Foreshore

Alexandra Bowls Centre

Harbour

Scarborough Castle

Futurist Theatre

The Foreshore

Stephen Joseph Theatre

Spa complex

Transportation Tourist information and guiding services

Mainline railway station Tourist information office

b This question provides an opportunity to investigate a second seaside town/city or to use 

case-study material from one already studied. ‘Compare’ means say what is similar and what 

is different. Good answers will sum up the balance of similarities and differences and reach 

a valid conclusion.

Question 5 

City Photo

Edinburgh — a city destination in Scotland D

Bath — a heritage destination known for its fine architecture C

Durham — a city famous for its cathedral A

London — one of several UK cities to have an ‘eye’ B

Question 6
a Ways can vary by mode (air, rail, road, water), provider (airline, train operating company, 

car hire firm, coach or ferry operator) and route taken. In their descriptions, students should 

give names of termini, numbers of main roads etc.
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b The factors of cost, convenience, comfort, accessibility (for pushchairs for instance) and 

environmental concerns are all likely to be important for a family with three young children. 

Students’ answers should consider at least two of these.

Question 7

‘Evaluate’ means judge how well the chosen destination meets the needs of the specified 

customer type (retired people). Retired people vary from active over-50s to the relatively 

immobile elderly. A good answer should reflect some understanding of that variation and detail 

what the destination offers and how well it fits in with the likely needs of this broad group.

Question 8
a National Parks are large rural areas with environments that are legally protected for the public 

to enjoy.

b The appeal of a National Park relates to its natural scenic beauty, wildlife, heritage and the 

outdoor activities available.

Topic 1.2 Choosing a destination

Question 1
a and b Factors of temperature, precipitation (lack of rain, fallen snow), sunshine and season-

ality are relevant and should be considered.

Question 2

Possible examples: the annual festival in Edinburgh, Mardi Gras in New Orleans. 

Question 3

Cost depends on customer type and need. Price always matters, but some people will pay a 

premium for exclusivity, luxury or prestige. Promotion raises awareness and desire so that 

people who in the past may not have travelled to a particular destination now want to. 

Question 4

This could be the seaside, a city, a ski/snowsports resort or a national park. ‘Evaluate’ means 

say in detail how far personal tastes and interests have affected choice.

Question 5
a Personal tastes and interests mean that some people will choose destinations that others 

would not like. 

b Accessibility is to do with how easy it is to reach places and enter facilities. There are two 

aspects to this — how easy it is for everyone and how easy it is for those challenged by 

mobility issues. 

c Promotion can make people aware of a choice they may not have known they had or can 

persuade them to pick one destination rather than another.
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Topic 1.3 Visitor attractions

Question 1

Example  Type 

 Tate Modern (art gallery) Natural attraction

 Niagara Falls (waterfall) Historic site

 Wembley Stadium Theme park

 Disneyland Paris Sports/entertainment venue

 The Pyramids, Egypt Built attraction

Question 2

A historic site was built in the past for a particular function (e.g. castle, cathedral, ancient 

monument) and has since become a visitor attraction, whereas a built attraction was built 

specifically to attract leisure visitors and tourists (e.g. museum, art gallery, tourist spectacle).

Question 3
a

Photo Type of attraction

A Historic site

B Built attraction

C Natural attraction

D Sports/entertainment venue

E Theme park

b Likely reasons are: A — past use; B — specific construction; C — physical feature; D — 

stadium use; E — thrill rides. 

Question 4
a Students could compare two attractions of the same type or different types. They should 

consider the breadth of activities available for different customer types, both core (e.g. rides 

at a theme park for different age groups) and secondary (e.g. opportunities for refreshments, 

viewing special events etc.).

b ‘Evaluate’ means detail how well the chosen example meets the needs of the chosen customer 

type. Customer types could be: single people, couples, families or groups; people of a partic-

ular age or ethnic/cultural background; people with special needs. Good answers may 

recognise variations within groups and overlaps between groups (e.g. families with children, 

one of whom has a special need such as enhanced mobility access).

c i and ii Students need to consider what information needs to be communicated, and then 

the illustration and the fonts, colours and overall layout. AIDA is a useful ap-

proach to explaining the design: Attention, Interest, Desire, Action. Students need 

to link this to the likely needs of their target customer type.
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Topic 1.4 Ways to travel

Question 1
a People travelling from Paris to London can travel by air to airports like Gatwick, Heathrow 

and Stansted. They can take a ferry, for example from Calais to Dover, or travel through the 

Channel Tunnel. Eurostar trains travel through the Channel Tunnel to St Pancras 

International.

b Students can consider advantages and disadvantages in terms of cost, convenience, comfort, 

accessibility and relative environmental impact. ‘Discuss’ means consider both the advantages 

and disadvantages for each aspect. Good answers will have a conclusion.

Question 2
a form of travel: air, rail, road, water

b point of entry/exit to/from a country

c end of a route e.g. railway, air, ferry terminal

Question 3
a Ways include mode, provider and route (including terminals and gateways as relevant). 

Research could, for example, be via the internet, atlas, timetable, guide book, past 

travellers.

b Youth and budget suggest the importance of flexibility and keeping costs low. Factors must 

include cost and convenience/comfort. They may also include accessibility and relative envi-

ronmental impact. 

Question 4
a i False 

ii True 

iii True 

iv False

b Examples of advantages: low cost; the convenience of regional airports. Examples of disad-

vantages: compromises over comfort making work less easy en route; budget airline airports 

not always being convenient for city-centre destinations.

Topic 1.5 Impacts of tourism, sustainability and ecotourism

Question 1 

Tourism impact Positive or negative? Economic, social or 
environmental?

Jobs are created Positive Economic

Greenhouse gases are added to the atmosphere Negative Environmental

People from different cultures understand each other better Positive Social

Many tourism jobs are seasonal Negative Economic
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Question 2

Examples of impacts: increased incomes/economic prosperity/multiplier effects; economic 

leakage; noise and pollution; environmental improvements made to attract tourists; tourist 

awareness of negative impacts leads to change; hostility and conflict between locals and 

tourists.

Question 3

Positive impacts include: jobs; economic multiplier leading to increased local prosperity; 

improvements to environment and infrastructure; improved social facilities for locals; the chance 

for people of differing cultures to mix.

Negative impacts include: employment opportunities might go to non-locals or be only seasonal; 

economic leakage; friction between locals and tourists/migrant workers or between locals who 

get jobs and those who don’t; loss of natural landscape/habitats/resources; pollution.

Question 4

Sustainability is important to the public and to governments as well as to the leisure and tourism 

industry. Sustainability protects destinations and the environment for the benefit of future 

generations of locals and tourists. It is the way to keep tourist revenues high for years to come.

Question 5

‘Discuss’ means consider from different points of view. In this case, the terms are similar in that 

they are all about tourism making as little negative and as much positive impact as possible. 

The differences are: sustainability is a management approach; responsible tourism refers to 

behaviours; ecotourism refers specifically to the natural environment.

Good answers will conclude whether the similarities or differences are stronger (in the student’s 

view).

Question 6
a Ecotourism is travel to destinations because of their natural environments that minimises 

negative impacts and maximises positive ones.

b Its aims are to: protect nature; spread economic benefits fairly to locals; improve cross-

cultural understanding; recycle and limit resource use; use local staff and suppliers; limit 

pollution. 

Unit 2 The nature of leisure and tourism

Topic 2.1 Why people use leisure and tourism facilities

Question 1
a The four leisure activities in Amy’s day are:

l playing netball  
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l tennis
l watching TV
l reading (for pleasure)

b Comparing Amy’s leisure activities with those of an adult they know about, students should 

consider similarities and differences between the adult’s leisure activities and Amy’s. Who is 

the adult? What is similar about the adult’s and Amy’s leisure activities (what they are/when 

they happen/how long they last)? What is different?

Question 2
a 
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b To describe and explain the range of additional products and services that DVD-rental shops 

provide, students should describe products for sale — such as used DVDs and soft drinks, ice 

cream, sweets and snacks — and services provided — such as a 24-hour drop-off facility so 

that customers can return DVDs and videos outside normal opening hours. Explanation 

should focus on the need to attract more and repeat business by offering products and 

services that present additional opportunities for spending by customers, and by offering a 

competitive edge in terms of the products and services provided. 

c Examples of home-based leisure activities other than those in 2a and 2b include: playing 

games, gardening, reading, listening to or playing music, watching television or listening to 

the radio, any hobby, surfing the internet or using social networking websites.

Question 3

Possible types of leisure activity include: taking part in or watching sport; visiting entertainment 

facilities or attractions; physical recreation; eating out and socialising; special interests. 

a Leisure facilities might include: health and fitness clubs; theatres, cinemas or arenas; 

museums and galleries; sports venues and playing facilities; premises providing home-based 

leisure activities; visitor attractions and their catering facilities. A description of the range 

might use adjectives such as ‘narrow’, ‘broad’, ‘wide’ or ‘varied’.
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b ‘Evaluate’ here means detail how well the range described seems to meet the likely needs of 

either teenagers or the over-70s.

Question 4
a Leisure activities are likely be the attraction’s core purpose — watching a feature film at a 

cinema, for example. Then there are likely to be secondary purposes, such as enjoying refresh-

ments and playing games machines in the cinema beforehand.

b ‘Assess’ means make a judgement about how suitable the attraction is for the target group (a 

family with young children on a rainy day). A good answer will show a balance of advantages 

and drawbacks.

Question 5

‘Analyse’ means consider in detail by splitting the whole (the use of an airport terminal building 

or railway station) into parts (the kinds of use made by different people) and then explaining 

each.

Question 6
a Leisure and tourism products and services provided by hotels include: sleeping accommoda-

tion, food and drink (restaurants/bars/cafes/room service/in-room/vending machines), 

meeting and function facilities, leisure club facilities; parking; radio/TV/internet access, 

concierge.

b A comparison should include similarities and differences: 
l Similarities: both use bedrooms and public areas of the hotel (bar, restaurant, leisure 

club). 
l Differences: business tourists are more likely to upgrade to a ‘business-friendly’ room with 

desk facilities, use the foyer and conference rooms for meetings and stay during the week 

rather than at weekends. Leisure tourists are more likely to use family rooms, breakfast 

late, stay at weekends and use the concierge to arrange excursions.

c Possibilities include: information on travelling to meet them, catering, space to meet, internet 

access.

Question 7
a Examples of products/services provided by travel agents are: booking holidays, travel advice, 

currency exchange, brochure provision. The key idea is to see beyond simply the booking of 

holidays.

b Reasons for there being fewer travel agents include: the growth of the internet and use of 

computers at home; the rise of budget airlines and independent travel; the widespread use 

of debit/credit cards; the growth of online travel providers; less time spent in town centres 

(out-of-town shopping).
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Question 8

The facility could be for leisure, travel or tourism and used for some combination of supporting 

leisure activities, travel and accessing tourism products and services. Students may refer to why 

people might choose to use the named local facility rather than another.

Topic 2.2 Types of leisure and tourism facility and 
organisation

Question 1
a An organisation is a business that may run a single facility, several facilities or many. A facility 

is a building, website or outside space where the organisation provides its products/

services.

b The table shows examples. 

Leisure facility Organisation

Health and fitness club Fitness First

Cinema Vue

Visitor attraction Disney

Takeaway restaurant McDonald’s

Travel agent’s shop Thomas Cook

c Examples of facilities are: airline — airport; ferry operator — ferry terminal; coach operator 

— coach station.

Question 2

‘Evaluate’ means detail how well the chosen facility meets the likely needs of the target group 

(parents with young childen).

Question 3
a i ‘Comment’ means more than just give the times. It is about reasoning why a particular 

time was chosen and whether it is a good time or not.

ii Possibilities here include: call in, ring up, write, search the internet.

b i Students need to think beyond the obvious. They should describe (using adjectives and/

or adverbs) a range of the main core activities, but also mention at least one ‘secondary’ 

activity like eating and drinking in the café, or hiring a room for a social function.

ii Points of difference include: ownership (local council vs private company), size, open 

access vs members only, range of activities, emphasis on recreation vs fitness, location. 

Note that the command word ‘outline’ means give more than a statement, but it expects 

less detail than ‘describe’. Normally a sentence (two at the most) is an appropriate length 

for an answer.
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Question 4
a Students need to make clear and appropriate choices, naming names.

b Students should take each facility in turn and explain why it meets the needs of the group 

concerned. Factors to consider are: the pupils are likely to be together in a large group; they 

will have adult supervision; they may not speak good English; they may be of mixed gender; 

they will probably be of secondary-school age. More able students will realise that the blend 

of three choices is relevant, explaining how they complement each other (e.g. wet and dry 

weather, and a variety of experience to match different interests within the group).

Question 5
a Possibilities include: any named takeaway restaurant, DVD-rental shop, bookshop, library, 

computer games shop.

b i The key tips here are to describe in detail (using adjectives) and include products and 

services beyond the obvious, headline ones. For example, what do DVD-rental shops do 

other than rent DVDs? The difference between products and services is not required. 

There is no need for students to waste time attempting to differentiate between the 

meanings of the two words.

ii Catering products and services, for instance, are often provided by all types of leisure 

facility.

Question 6
a i	 Flight	only	—	the	product	bought	is	only	an	airline	flight.

ii Packages — the product is a bundle of two or more travel and tourism elements, for 

example flight, accommodation and travel at the destination.

b The steps should include: 
l Browse the site
l Enter preferences/choices
l Give personal details (including name and address) 
l Give payment details (including debit/credit card number)

c Advantages of online booking include: it can be done from home or one’s desk at work; it is 

often cheaper; it avoids sales patter; it has the convenience of ticketless travel; there is instant 

confirmation.

Question 7

The range should be considered first. In an urban locality it is likely to be quite wide; in a 

rural area it may be narrower. ‘Account for’ means explain. Students should do so in terms of 

customer types (including different age groups). 

Question 8

There are five types of visitor attraction: natural, historic, sports/entertainment, theme park, 

built. Which are found more and which less often, and why?
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Question 9
a Each organisation will have several facilities (clubs or hotels). Each of these will in turn offer 

a variety of smaller-scale facilities. In the case of a health and fitness club this may include 

gym, pool, spa, changing rooms, café/bar etc.

b Students should use the same organisation as for a. The words ‘how well’ mean this is an 

evaluation task. In this question, the comparison is additional to that: how similarly or how 

differently well does the organisation meet the needs of two clearly identified customer 

types?

Question 10

Possible services that tourist information centres provide are: providing literature and oral 

information; exhibitions; enquiries about availability; helping with arrangements. ‘Outline’ 

means describe briefly. A simple list is not a good answer.

Topic 2.3 Change and the leisure industry

Question 1
a Multiplex cinema — a cinema with multiple screens.

b Reasons for the changes could include: more leisure time, more disposable income, increased 

car ownership, changing social behaviour.

Question 2
a More health and fitness clubs — similar to 1b, but specific relevant factors include: increased 

health and fitness awareness, fashion (i.e. trends in leisure).

b Greater restaurant variety — broadening tastes and the celebrity chef trend are relevant 

here.

c New arenas — there is increased demand for larger-scale but indoor spaces to watch enter-

tainment (concerts for example) and sports events.

d Fewer travel agents — PC ownership and internet booking have grown; and there are more 

independent travel and budget airlines.

Question 3
a Budget airline — an airline that runs at low cost and charges relatively cheap prices.

b Examples include: easyJet, Ryanair, Flybe, bmibaby.

c i More people were more prepared to travel independently; regulation was relaxed; inter-

net booking grew.

ii ‘Discuss’ means consider both sides of an argument. In this case, there could be either 

continued growth because of cheapness and people becoming used to budget travel or a 

slowdown because of environmental concerns and recession.

Question 4
a Self-packaging — the customer assembles a trip of several elements (travel, accommodation, 

transfers etc.) themselves, usually online.
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b The internet enables self-packaging so more booking is done from home; more use is made 

of scheduled (especially budget) airlines and less of charters; and fewer conventional 

packages are bought from travel agents.

Question 5
a  Tourism term Definition

  Sustainable tourism As tourists, behaving in ways that help rather than  

  harm the local people

  Responsible tourism Visiting places because of their natural environment  

  while harming the environment as little as possible

              Ecotourism Visiting places without harming their future 

b Possible reasons include: increased environmental awareness and social concern about desti-

nation communities; increased supply of facilities (e.g. of small-scale eco-friendly accommo-

dation); more independent travel allows more small-scale (less mass) tourism.

Question 6

The destination could be in the UK or abroad. The latter may be easier. Advice should centre 

around what individuals can do to minimise negative and maximise positive impacts of tourism 

on the destination, its people and the environment. Good answers will show a strong sense of 

place by referring specifically to the chosen destination.

Topic 2.4 The leisure and tourism business

Question 1
a A possible correct completion: 

 

Leisure and tourism businesses

Type of business Example Business aim

Commercial Travel agent To make a profit

Public Tourist information centre To provide best value

Voluntary Youth hostel To provide products/services with the money that has 
been raised

b A named travel agent, tourist information centre and National Trust property in the locality 

would be correct.

Question 2
a The club uses ICT for publicity and marketing through its website, in taking photographs for 

the members’ swipe cards, and in monitoring members’ attendance through their use of swipe 

cards. 
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b i The swipe-card entry provides data on who uses the club and when.

ii Computer-generated correspondence is activated as a response to data collected as in i.

Question 3
a i To promote their products and services and to enable easy and direct booking by the 

customer	so	they	sell	more	flights;	to	compete	with	other	(especially	budget)	airlines	at	

lower prices; to offer additional products and services that allow customers to buy pack-

age holidays or self-package so that turnover rises.

ii Give personal details; give debit/credit card details; confirm selection and details.

b To satisfy health-and-safety and legal requirements; to help target customer service.

Question 4
a Possible reasons include:

i the top photo suggests up-to-dateness, car parking space, floodlighting and space for 

outdoor facilities

ii the bottom set of photos show the variety of facilities and appeal to different customer 

groups

iii to show that workers can access the centre before and after the normal working day.

b i	 Possibilities	include:	leaflets,	brochures,	posters.
ii A flyer is a single sheet whereas a leaflet is folded into several leaves.

iii It could give it out at the centre, deliver it through letterboxes in Alnwick and district, and 

have it available in public buildings, e.g. libraries and tourism facilities like local hotels.

Question 5
a and b Students should consider what information needs to be communicated, and then the 

illustration, fonts, colours and overall layout. AIDA is a useful approach for them to 

assess the design themselves (Attention, Interest, Desire, Action).

Question 6
a Possibilities include:

i age-targeted films at appropriate censorship certification levels; refreshments; gaming 

facilities that are suited to that age group

ii suitable films and discounted showings/tickets

iii appropriate signage, sympathetic staff, captioned films 

b An organisation makes more money by providing a good service so that customers come back 

(repeat business) and recommend it to others.

Question 7
a Possibilities include: avoiding loose wires (tripping hazard); providing tested electrical appli-

ances; having windows that only open partially; having anti-slip shower mats, handles in 

bathrooms and good lighting and flooring; putting up signs warning of any hazards.

b ‘Evaluate’ anti-fire measures means detail how effective they are. A good answer will not only 

describe the measures in place but will also comment on their effectiveness.
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Question 8

Good health and safety is important to satisfy legal requirements and avoid potential legal costs 

and bad publicity, also to make more money by providing a safe service so customers come back 

(repeat business) and recommend the organisation to others.

Topic 2.5 Employment opportunities in leisure and tourism

Question 1 

Leisure assistant, coach driver, visitor guide, lifeguard.

Question 2 

c m t p a p a r t a c

c a b i n c r e w o s

l n h c v r t c t r a

r a t i r r n e c v p

e g u i d e g p o f e

s e g e l s p t d r l

t r s t s w a i t e r

r f y s e s e o y p e

s y s l t t s n n d f

g t e s t r a i n e r

s m y u p r d s t t s

h s d l y s m t t r d

Question 3

Example: train operating company. Possibilities: travel centre adviser, customer service provider 

on a train or at a station, guard/train manager/station manager.

Question 4

Possibilities include: 

a lifeguard, masseur/masseuse, receptionist, fitness instructor

b reception desk staff, concierge, conference organiser, housekeeping jobs

Question 5

Students need to clearly identify the job as a leisure and tourism one.

Personal qualities are what someone innately has, e.g. they are calm, friendly, cheerful, 

organised, caring and patient.

The command word is ‘evaluate’: students should explain why each quality helps do the job and 

say how important it is and why.
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Question 6
a A possible job is a children’s representative (for a UK tour operator) on a campsite in 

France.

b Students should take each of Gavin’s self-evaluation comments in turn and say how the job 

matches it.

Question 7

Suggestions:
l Gain experience (work placement, junior-level job) in related workplaces.
l Gain qualifications through a course such as GCE Leisure Studies/Travel and Tourism, BTEC 

and OCR Nationals and NVQs at college, leading to possible foundation degree/degree 

courses in higher education in leisure/tourism management.

Question 8

Students need to identify a job that is clearly leisure or clearly travel and tourism. They should 

consider personal qualities, skills and experience to date and then say how well prepared each 

makes them for the job. What can they do to improve shortfalls?
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